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FOREWORD
As we celetxate 50 years ofexistence of the OALVthe African Urion,
it is pleaSIng to note that several AfrICan colX1tnes have experienced
high economc growth 111 recent years However. ths grcwth has not
been accomparued by a cornpa'"abIe reduction In poverty. as it has
not created enoug-. decentJobs or Cl reduction In nequalty. African
colXltnes therefore face the challenge of p"ornotlng a-oad-oosed
and sustalnatle growth that leads to employment generation. pov-
erty eradicatIOn and the reduction n Inequality. espeaaly il rural
areas - where the vast majority of the poor live In relatJve Isolation
and depnved of Investrrents and SOCIal safety nets
lhe ctlalenge of translatng overclIl econOfTllC growth nto structural
transfurmatlon that leads to a reduction In the persistent inequa-
lities between rural regions and the CIties - as well as between and
within rural regions - that creates condltlons where rural populations
can better contribute to and be recognzed for their contrib.Jtion
to national development and envrronmental sustalnab~ty remains
great.
The NEPAD Rural Futures Programme overarchlng PJrPJse is to
facilitate flevv' thinking and broad agreement on Africa's develop-
mentpathway/s based on statistics on cnticallndicators ofstructural
transformation ThiS atlas presents the maJn characteristics of rural
Africa by depicting, In the form of maps and graphs, indicators that
will aliGN us to monitor ourprogress in the areas of rural developnent
and transformation It addresses the issue in tNo ways
• on the one hand, by a clear illustration of the factors oftrans-
formation such as demographics, urbanisation, densification and
p:=llarisation of p:=lp..ilations in certain areas of attraction, such as
the GulfofGuinea.
eeee
• more Imp;xtantly, thiS atlas Ilustrates the specific dynamcs of
Afnca, whICh In(jcate that the rural space IS begtlring to recon-
struct rtseIf as a reSl.it of the graNlng hri<ages between urban
and rural areas and of the relationshp between dty dwellers and
thelr tie to thelr former countryside ThISpraximly de-.lycreates
opportuflIties for diversification. trade and slTI'lll buSlrlesses.
>Mllch are catalysts of econOl"lllC tr.Ylsformation that could be
urllquen Afnca
It also clearly shows that we have challenges to ovennrre, such as
agneutural developfnent that IS not as IncluSIve as it shaud be It
shows the need to buld socaal and ecollQfTllC capital. si~taneously
USIng a rrulti-sectoral approach It addresses the axnplex Inter-
weaVIng of ISSueS -structural, h.Jrnan, ecollQfTllC, environrrental and
pohtlcal- whICh we, as deciSIOn-makers, do not sufficiently take Into
account,
This atlas should serve as a reference that fuels our debates In Africa
on issues of temtonal development and structul<ll transformation,
as well as Inform national developnent processes. It will be regularly
up:lated to monitor the progress that we make on the rural transfor-
mation agenda ofthe continent
Cl' Ibrohim Assone Mo;!oki
ChiefExecuti,,'e Officer: the I\,lEPAC Pgene;!
Forrner n','ine Ministerof I\,riger
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TOWARDS A NEW RURAl -URBAN MODE
DECOMPAWMEWA ISING TERRI~ORIES AND
POliCIES
Addressing urban areas in the introduction to a work focusing on rural issues may seem para-
doxical But rural Africa is no longer the one we think we know Its rapid transformations reflect
the effects of the vigorous population and urban gro1Nth in the continent as well as the charac-
teristics of its integration into the world economic system. Yet dominant visions expain whywe
still conceive of a possiUe future for Africa in terms of past urban and rural categories, 1Nhen
these no longer correspond to the day-to-day realities ofthe people ofthe continent
• Current policies
are excessively compartmentalised
The emergence of new territorial dynamcs in Africa, generated by pOp.Jlation growth and city
expansion, is the greatest change of the last few decades. These new territories are a result of
the densification of road networks and the development of rural centres and small towns, sti-
ITIJlated by trade in their hinterland They are also the product of the p-actices of local people
economic operators, men and women, with an active system of traders, transporters and craft
workers, implementing strategies that straddle the boundaries between urban and rural, and
households' liveiihoods that are diversifying the content and locations oftheir activities, taking
full advantage of the development of rural radio stations, progress in eiectrification, the p-oli-
feration of lower cost p.Jblic or individual transport and, above all, the ITDble phone revolution,
1Nhich was adopted in rural Africa at about the same time as in the rest of the world These
changes -1Nhich should not overshadow the fact that many parts of Africa are still made up of
remote villages where the isolation reinforces extreme rural poverty- reduce travel time, pro-
gressiveiy wild convergence bebNeen rural and urban, and contribute to the concrete inven-
tion of new territorial configurations
These developments have generally escaped public policies, because of the statistical seg-
mentation of rural and urban areas, 1Nhose unstaUe definition makes it difficult to get a clear
pcture of the reality But also because of the fragmentation of policies themseives, which by
abandoning several decades ago the creation of development strategies based on medium
and long-term visions in favour of short-term management, has resulted in ajuxtaposition of
sectoral approaches and - often -in puUic action shifting away from any territorial perspective
• The challenges of a simultaneous demographic
and economic transition
It is unlikely that sectoral policies, however sopllisticated, will t:€ aUe to meet the many chal-
lenges facing the continent, unless they are rearticulated and integrated into a global vision
AJthough Africa has already experienced some spectacular changes, its population dynamics
are increasing the pace of this transformation, 1Nhich raises questions of an unprecedented
nature and scale in comparison with pathways of change in other parts ofthe world
Standing at a bllion people in 2010 compared to 100 million in the early 20th century, the
population of the continent will douUe again by 2050. Due to the current characteristics of its
population distribution, this demographic surge will concern both urban and rural areas, the
latter remaining statistically p-edominant until the 2030s This growth means territorial
densification (with growing densities), pressure on the environment and resources, and
considerable challenges in terms of city management that will be accentuated by a "metro-
politan bas", which favours large urban concentrations
This dramatic increase in the African population is an asset for the continent, which has been
seriously harrpered by its under-population But 1Nhile this demograpllic transition - the last in
the world -is unprecedented in its rapdity and scale, it is also unusual in that it is disconnected
from any endogenous economc accumulation process
The transformation of the African economies is extremeiy slow agriculture is still the
cornerstone of activity for a population that is predomnantly rural, urbanisation has taken place
without industrialisation, and is primarily based on an informal sector that makes it difficult
to finance the necessary infrastructure; and above all, this situation has evolved without any
apparent change in the way the continent is integrating into globalisation Africa remains a
region that exports a limted range of raw materials, and imports manufactured goods, a
position that has hitherto proved to be a source of vulnerability and an obstacle to
deveiopment. Only a handful of countries located at the northern and southern extremes
of the continent have so far p-oved an exception to this rule, with more diversified, wealthier
economies supported by urbanisation with high economc density
Recent changes in Africa's external relations do not, however, seem favouraUe to a veritaUe
economic transition. Export agriculture, after having oornethe bulk of development strategies
at the time of independence, suffered a long decline. It is now maintaining its marketshare and
has had some recent success, alt:€it limited geographically For a long time it also oversha-
dowed the potential offood crops destined forthe intra-African market, whose growth thus far
has fortunately largely succeeded in keeping pace with that of the pop.Jlation But for how long?
Above all, since the late 1990s we have seen the ooom ofthe extractive sector (mining, oil), in
response to demand from a global market driven by raw material requirements for gro1Nth in
the major emerging countries. Exports of mineral resources have increased in many countries,
and will grow even further with the expoitation of new deposits. The ITDnetary value ofthese
resources has already relegated agriculture to the smallest share of the major national eco-
nomic aggregates But these rentier activities p-oduce few jobs and generally have ambivalent
E
consequences: they certainly create growth in absolute terms, but this growth is not inclusive 
?????????????????????????????? ??????????????????? ?? ???????????????????? ????????? ??????????????
stimulate urbanisation through investment of income in buildings and public works and often 
results in agriculture being neglected in favour of the apparently easier path of food models 
based on imported products.
? What employment alternatives
for young people?
One of the major challenges facing the continent is, however, that of employment. Because of 
their population structure, the African economies will continue to receive a growing number 
of young jobseekers every year. These new workers, who numbered around 15 million in 1995, 
now stand at 20 million and will reach almost 30 million in 2030. Two thirds of them will be from 
rural areas. This expansion of the economically active population is an opportunity for a region 
that, because of the rapidity of its demographic transition, has had to support the highest pro-
portion of inactive people ever seen, at the worst possible moment, the height of the crisis of 
1980-1990. It constitutes an exceptional driver of economic growth, as long as the economy 
can provide these jobs. This is a key challenge for development policies.
Industry and modern services currently only provide a very small proportion of urban
employment. Migration opportunities are increasingly limited in the centres of globalisa-
tion that were historically the most open, such as the mature economies of North America
and Europe. And the emerging countries are unwilling to welcome a large number of African 
immigrants in the near future. Consequently, the radically changing rural Africa will there-
fore have a key role to play in the forthcoming adaptations and will need to provide as many
agricultural and non-agricultural jobs as possible.
? Reinvesting
in territorial development strategies
Meeting this challenge will involve putting public policies back into a territorial perspective. 
Beyond the need to develop regional integration leveraged by major infrastructures – which 
in the long term will also help to open up economic areas and to enhance domestic trade –, 
it is a proactive approach to territorial development that will produce the initiatives and inno-
The tragedy of African information systems
Tragedy is a strong word, but it is increasingly used to describe the state of knowledge bases and statistical systems. There are several exceptions, and 
progress has been made recently in some countries, particularly thanks to international cooperation. But on the whole, the existing information systems 
no longer help to guide public action. A “politics of large numbers”, in the words of Alain Desrosières, is nevertheless a necessity in order to acquire the 
tools for knowledge and government.
The challenges to be met and the numerous conflicts on the use of resources should make the reconstruction and development of these information 
systems a priority. It is particularly important to enhance knowledge and understanding of the reality of rural economies, the new territorial dynamics 
and the specifics of land occupation. How can the anticipated increasing densities all over the continent be managed without an accurate understanding 
of its “full” and “empty” places, its tension zones and its potential?
vations needed to boost economic and social development. This proactive approach means
consolidating urban-rural linkages, and providing the network of medium-sized cities with the 
urban functions needed to foster local dynamics and to facilitate their connection to metro-
politan areas. Agriculture will have to play its role, taking advantage of the potential of the
African domestic market and of external opportunities, since growth in agricultural income will 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????? ??????????
Encouraging an increase in agricultural production and income while maintaining the
multifunctionality of rural activities to guarantee resilience in the face of climate variability,
preserving and protecting environmental capital and biodiversity, and supporting the
development of non-agricultural jobs, all require creative public policies. These must
combine territorial development tools and support for economic sectors, the construction of
infrastructure, mediation between actors, and the reinforcement of human capital. Such
policies must be consolidated or invented in order to enhance the new rural realities and to 
make these emerging territorial dynamics the foundations of genuine development paths.
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THE LAST WORLD
DEMOGRAPHIC TRANSITION
Africa is a vast continent with an
unevenly distributed population that has
been growing considerably over the
last 50 years, gradually correcting its
population deficit. This growth dynamic
produces greater potential for activity,
which will needto be consolidated
by the implementation ofappropriate
development policies.
• The African
population boom
With slightly more than one billion peope
in 2010, Africa is the second most popula-
ted continent in the world (15% ofthe world
population), wt is far behind Asia (60%) For
a long time it was underpop.Jlated, and has
experienced a late demographic transition
(death rates and then brth rates falling over
time), which was thus all the more spectacu-
lar, with annual gro1Nth rates reaching more
than 4% (a doubling ofthe population in less
than 20years) in many countries
This gro1Nth, which reached a continental
average of close to 3% in the early 1980s,
remains high (23% in 2010); according to
United Nations prOjections (medium variant),
it will continue for several decades, alc.eit at
a slower pace This is expained by the iner-
tia linked to the young population, but also
by the dynamics specific to sub-Saharan
Africa, which is characterised by permanently
high fertility rates, with a regional average of
46 children per woman, and as many as
72 children per woman in Niger, the highest
rateintheworld
BrunoLosch
As a result, the pop.Jlation of the continent
will grow by 12 billion people by 2050 and,
at this time, Africa will have 21 bllion inhabi-
tants and almost 25% of the world popula-
tion, compared to 55%for Asia. In less than a
century, it will have reversed its demograpllic
weight in relation to Europe(which accounted
for 22% of the world total in 1950, compared
to 10% for Africa) Aoove all, the population
of the continent will continue to grCMI after
2100 it is the only part of the world where
this is the case, along with North America, but
the numc.ers c.ear no comparison (36 billion
peope prOjected by 2100 in Africa compared
to 500 million for North America)
• Highly uneven population
distribution and marked
regional dynamics
POp.Jlation distriwtion in Africa is highly un-
even and characterised by vast areas that
are sparseiy pop.Jlated, or even permanently
uninhabted, due to the Sahara, which divides
the continent in two, and to other regions that
are hostile to human settlement c.ecausethe
insufficient numc.er ofpeople madethem im-
possible to develop, such as the great equa-
torial forest For a long time, the ITDrphology
ofthe continent, a legacy ofthe past, result-
ed in a concentration ofthe pop.Jlation in the
Mediterranean region, in the highlands, and
in the Sudanian and southern African savan-
nahs, c.efore the deveiopment of the coas-
tal regions polarised the population, as the
continent was progressiveiy integrated into
theworld economy
The current pop.Jlation distriwtion still re-
veals dense zones in the Great Lakes region,
in the highlands of Ethiopia, Madagascar and
southern Africa, as weil as on the coasts the
Mediterranean, the east coast, and the Gulf
of Guinea, where the human settlements
linked up with the pOp.Jlated regions of the
Sudanesezone (from Nigeriato Burkina Faso)
This uneven pOp.Jlation distribution has pro-
duced some very different gro1Nth dynamcs
The least pop.Jlated area, Southern Africa,
reached its grCMIth peak in the 1970s, c.efore
c.eginning a rapid decline, which was accen-
tuated by the AIDS pandemic. North Africa,
which was the ITDst pop.Jlated part of the
continent in 1950, along with West Africa,
grew considerably until the mid-1980s, c.efore
leveiling off It was rapidly overtaken by the
west and east ofthe continent, which exper-
ienced a lengthy surge in pOp.Jlation lasting
almost 40 years that is expected to continue
at a slower pace until 2050 With 300 mllion
people today, the two regions will c.e close to
800 mllion in 40 years' time. Central Africa,
which was long held back by its underpopu-
lation, is rapidly catching up, with the highest
rate of gro1Nth recorded today By 2050 it
will have almost caught up with North Africa
• A welcome increase
in the active population
and its challenges
This rapid growth was accompanied by a
notable change in the population age struct-
ure, which is characteristic of demographic
transition. For a long time, the ratio c.etween
the economically active pop.Jlation (15 to
64 years) and the inactive population was
particularly unfavourable in sub-Saharan
Africa, the activity ratio reached a historical
low of one working-age person to one inact-
ive person in the md-1980s. This burden of
inactive people on the economcally active
population - and on the economy as a whole
- came at the worst possiUe time of the crisis
and austerity policies it seriously hampered
the African economies at a time when China,
for exampe, had two working-age peope
for every inactive person a considerable ad-
vantage that increased in the 2oo0s (China
currently has 25 working-age people for ev-
ery inactive person, while sub-Saharan Africa
is struggling to reach 1 2)
The situation in Africa will improve, how-
ever, with an increase in the active population
that will continue until after 2050, whereas
the other parts of the world will all c.e on a
downward path. Africa will therefore reap its
"demographic dividend" This will be a power-
ful engine of gro1Nth as long as the econo-
mic, institutional and political environment
supports job creation
Indeed, the major challenge for Africa in the
coming decades will be to provide jobs for an
ever-increasing numc.er of young peope - a
difficult stage thatthe North African countries
are currently facing - or risk an increase
in sodal and political tension and uncoordi-
nated pressure on natural resources In sub-
Saharan Africa, 17 million young people now
enter the job market every year This figure
will reach 25 million in 15 years'time
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LASTING BUT CHANGING
RURAL TRENDS
Apart from its northern and southern
edges. Africa remains predominantly rural
and the numberofpeople living
in the countryside will continue to grow
well beyond 2050 - a global exception.
The densification of the population
and improvements in communications
are nevertheless producing lifestyle and
regional changes. Transforming this new
rural context into a factor ofdevelopment
is a major challenge for policy makers.
• Rural people
still in the majority
.AJthough the population of the continent
varies widely in terms of density, the spatial
distribution ofthe population in the different
regions is still marked by the delTDgraphic
weight of the countryside. With Just over
620 million peope in 2010, rural areas have
experienced high pop.Jlation growth they had
annual grCMIth rates ofmore than 2% over the
last 30 years in 27 countries
The fact that urbanisation t:€gan at a late
stage, with the exception of the Mediter-
ranean coastal areas, wt also an urban
growth rate that has levelled off over the last
20 years, have ensured the continent remains
p-edominantly rural (at two thirds for sub-
Saharan Africa in 2010, compared to Just
under half for North Africa) This will remain
the case until at least the md-2030s. Along
with the southern Asian countries, Africa
constitutes the largest rural reservoir in the
world
BrunoLosch
More importantly, sub-Saharan Africa is
the only region where the rural population
will continue to grow in absolute terms well
beyond 2050 With 310 million additional rural
peope at this time, the rural population of
sub-Saharan Africa will increase by 57% over
40 years (it will t:€gin a slight decline in North
Africa)
• Changing
rural realities
The massive scale of rural Africa should not
however mask the extent ofthe changes that
characterise these rural areas. Indeed, densi-
fication linked to population growth, the de-
velopment of urban networks and conside-
rable improvements in transport conditions
have resulted in a blending of urban and rural
settings, which increasingly questions the
rBevance of a representation that brings the
rural and urban worlds into opposition
Many parts of Africa are still made up of
remote villages. However, in the most popu-
lated regions, the ITIJltiplication and deve-
lopment of small and medium-sized towns
has considerably reduced the time needed
to travel to cities. The new accessibility and
connectivity t:€tween areas may not be
as intense or devBoped in all regions, but
neverthBess bring radical changes to the
countryside
But these changes are a blind spot for official
statistics systems, which propose definitions
of urban and rural populations and territories
using heterogeneous criteria that vary from
one country to another, based either on a lev-
B of pop.Jlation, on an administrative status,
or on the importance of agricultural activity
The urban and rural categories therefore
p-ovide only a vague - and sometimes wrong
- idea of what the reality is. Demographic
p-OJections for the next 20, 30 or 40 years
indicate a very general trend that obscures
the substance of regional change
• Strengthening the drivers
of diversification
Rural areas are still firmly rooted in agriculture
and there are very few rural households that
are not engaged, at least partially in agricul-
tural activities. This importance of agricul-
ture is reflected in the proportion of agricul-
tural workers in the total working population,
which remains very high, with some countries
showing the highest levBs in the world, at
ITDre than 75% Although this agricultural
reality is significant it is no longer exclusive
Indeed, better connections to markets for
agricultural products and consumer goods,
slow irrprovements in living standards that
generate new demands, and increased moti-
lity t:€tween the countryside, rural centres
and small towns, produce numerous oppor-
tunities for diversifying activities that rural
people are gradually exploring (trade, trans-
port, p-oduct processing, and different
crafts) Households are thus increasingly
diversified, with different spedalisations
depending on the family memt:€rs, some of
whom do seasonal work during slack times
in the agricultural cycle. They are also some-
times based in several locations, with activi-
ties on either side ofthis increasingly burred
separation t:€tween rural and urban life, fre-
quently made possibe by comlTIJting where
transport conditions and distances permit
We thus see villagers t:€coming urban (and
also new urban dWBlerswho mayhaveretain-
ed a smallholding), and these changes may
take the form of famly "archipBago" sys-
tems, where several merrbers ofahousehold
are engaged in activities in different places,
sometimes far apart (in the city or even
abroad)
However, while this rural diversification is a
strong trend, its corrposite nature should
not t:€ overlooked. It occurs within house-
holds without necessarily p-oducing a full
spedalisation in a single activity income lev-
els remain low and full-time salaried work is
rare, in ooth rural areas and small towns As a
result full exit from agricultural activity
remains limited and rural households are
permanently managing a kind of new sectoral
and spatial mobility
These changes are important But they are
not enough to produce any overall significant
imp-ovementin living standards. Rural income
levels in sub-Saharan Africa remain extrem-
ely low and increasing them would require
both improving agricultural performances
and devBoping the functions of small
towns There lies the challenge for regional
development
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Geraud Magrin
URBANISATION IN AFRICA
GROWTH, PLATEAU AND UNCERTAINTY
Sustained urban growth over the last
60 years has enabled Africa to narrow its
urbanisation gap. But its urbanisation
process reflects the uncertainties of
its development path. Will the continent
conform to the economic and urban
transition pathways seen elsewhere,
where the progression ofurbanisation
accompanies economic development.
or will we see a stagnation of "c1assicar
urbanisation, which will/evel off
under the effect of the permanence
ofnatural resource-exporting countries?
• A spectacular
catch-up
Africa is experiencing the most rapd ur-
ban growth in the world (3 2% per year),
with a marked difference between 5ub-
Saharan Africa (36%) and North Africa (2%)
In sub-Saharan Africa, the urban pop.Jlation
increased tenfold between 1950 and 1990,
while the total population tripled The popu-
lation of Conakry the capital of Guinea, was
ITIJltiplied by 60 between 1950 and 1990
In a matter of a few decades, Africa has
travelled the same path that Europe covered
in two centuries
This high urban growth is explained first by
the very 1CM' levBs of urbanisation at the
t:€ginning of the period The slowing of the
gro1Nth rate further to the economic crisis of
1980-1990 is now being felt across the whole
continent, but very differently depending on
the region
• Two urban
Africas
The rates of urbanisation -the urban popu-
lation as a percentage ofthetotal population
- were lower than the global average in 1960
and in 2010 However, two major types of
situation exist
The most urban Africa is found at either
end of the continent. In the three Maghreb
countries, the bNo Mashreq African countries
and in South Africa, city dwellers accounted
for about a third of the pOp.Jlation in 1960,
and sometimes almost half (South Africa) In
2010, the rate ofurbanisation was c1osetotwo
thirds ofthe pop.Jlation The change was most
pronounced in the countries with consid-
erabe oil revenues (Algeria and Libya)
In sub-Saharan Africa, the rates of urba-
nisation are lower. In 1960, they stood at
between 10 and 20%, with some particularly
rural countries where urbanisation was in its
infancy (less than 10% city dwellers), espe-
cially in EastAfrica (Ethiopia, Uganda, Burundi,
Rwanda, Kenya, Tanzania, Mozambque) or in
the SahB (Burkina Faso, Niger, Chad) There
were some cases of rates of urbanisation ex-
ceeding 20% these were the countries that
had concentrated specific political functions
(Senegal and Congo, the administrative
captals ofthe colonial federations], countries
where the ooomng mining economy or export
agriculture had stimulated early urbanisa-
tion (current ORC, Ghana), or several spar-
sely pop.Jlated territories (Equatorial Guinea,
0Jiboutil
In 2010, rates of urbanisation everywherehad
considerably increased, and often doubled,
to now stand at t:€tween 20 and 40% The
countries that remain the most rural (t:€tween
10 and 20% urban dWBlers) are the highland
countries of EastAfrica and the Great Lakes
(Ethiopa, Rwanda, Burundi, Uganda, Malawi),
and some SahB countries (Niger) Some
countries only experienced minor urban-
isation, reflecting an economic slump rela-
ted to political probems, as in the ORC, So-
malia, Sierra Leone and Eritrea, where rates
of urbanisation have at best barely doubled
since 1960, whereas Bsewhere they have
often tripled or quadrupled Furthermore, two
factors hBp to expain national differences
first, coastal countries are generally ITDre
urbanised than landlocked countries (Senegal
and Mauritania versus other Sahel countries);
second, the countries that have devBoped
the exploitation of extractive resources,
especially oil, have also witnessed a parti-
cularly rapid rate of urbanisation (Angola,
Nigeria, Botswana], sometimes competely
emptying rural areas in the case of sparsely
populated countries (Gabon)
• Is growth halted
or paused?
The urban gro1Nth rates by major region,
which are high everywhere, are shCM'ing
signs of slowing In 2010, North AfricaJoined
Southern Africa with moderate urban gro1Nth
rates (15-2% I year], a trend that is expec-
ted to continue (1% I year prOJected in 2050],
since the rural reservoirs are already largely
used up
In sub-Saharan Africa, the bulk of urban
gro1Nth took place in the 1950s to 1970s (up
to 6-7%], before levelling off (4% in 2010,
around 3% p-Ojected in 2050) Convergence
was seen there during the majOr econo-
mic crisis of 1980-1990, at the height ofthe
population surge While the natural growth
rate remains high (26% per year), this slowing
ofurbanisation means that the migration rate
is now only slightly positive
It has t:€en suggested that the "urban pause"
could be a result of the crisis in the absence
of new engines of gro1Nth, unemployment,
poverty and urban problems of all types make
cities less attractive and urbanisation conse-
quently reaches a ceiling at a level bBow
50% Avoiding this pitfall impies inventing
innovative development models suited to
new forms of territorial devBopment
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URBAN CONSOLIDATION AND DIVERSIFICATION.
MEGACITIES AND ARCHIPELAGOS
T~ert~omma~umangrowmt~t
characterises the whole ofAfrica
is accompanied by the progressive
emergence ofmegacities and by
the reorganisation ofurban networks.
This urbanisation is nevertheless affected
by the weakness ofthe lowerand
intermediate levels, which hampers
the diversification of local economies.
This is the challenge for
territorial development.
• Diverse
urban morphologies
Urban gro1Nth is currently far from the record
levBs observed from the 19505 to the 19705,
when it reached 7-8% per year (daubing the
population in 10 years) and up to 10% for
some countries (Mauritania, Cote d'lvoire,
Toga, Tanzania, Mozambque, Botswana)
At the same time, urbanisation is changing
shape. Urbanised areas are no longer to be
considered solBy in terms ofthe density and
continuity of bUilt-up areas, wt also in terms
ofthe "connectivity" of city networks. Indeed,
large-scale articulated urban zones are
emerging, such as along the Gulf of Guinea
coast, t:€tween Accra and Lagos
Africa has few large cities compared to
the other continents around 30 million-
pus cities for a billion inhabitants, whereas
the United States has 40 for 285 million
people These large cities constitute very
diverse urban systems, according to three
Jacques Imbemon
dominant types macrocepllalic, as is the
case in Senegal, Tunisia, Cote d'lvoire, Mali,
Guineaand Madagascar-thecapital concen-
trates more than 20% of the total population
of the country, and ITDre than 60% of the
urban pop.Jlation (80% for Conakry), and
there is a considerable size difference
with the second largest city in the country;
bicepllalic, as in Cameroon, where Yaounde
is the administrative captal and Douala is the
economic capital, and multipolar-hierarchy
systems, as in North Africa (Algeria, Morocco),
Southern Africa and Nigeria
• New cities
and "bottom-up" urbanisation
The emergence of new cities is a result
of consolidation and endogenous growth
processes, or even, in some cases, of pro-
active policies "New cities" have thus been
created ex nihilo (or from a small agglom-
eration) based on regional planning goals
This is the case of some new national capi-
tals (Nouakchott, Dodoma, Yamoussoukro,
AWJa), some of which now have almost
a million inhabtants
But it is the growth of existing urban
agglomerations that constitutes the majOr
pheno men on. th e devel opment of secon dary
cities based on their administrative functions
(centres of regional divisions) and according
to the potential oftheir hinterland; and in situ
urbanisation of large villages that become
rural centres and then small t01NllS based
on diverse functions (trade, serYlces or even
rBigion)
This "oottom-up" urbanisation is particularly
intense in West, Central and East Africa The
category of small t01NllS of less than 50 000
people shows the highest growth, after that
of large mllion-plus cities, while intermediate
cities (between 200 000 and a million people)
appear as the weakest link in urban nebNorks
• The emergence
of "metropolitan archipelagos"
Small and medium-sized t01NllS are p-olifera-
ting on the periphery of large cities This is not
a suburbanisation p-ocess such as those seen
in the richest countries the employment and
transport systems do not permit this deve-
lopment. In West Africa, these t01NllS are
part of an urban fabric that sp-ings up along
the main radial roads to form vast multipolar
basins. This is particularly the case in the Gulf
of Guinea and all over Nigeria. We see sim-
lar systems in the Ethiopian highlands, in the
Nairobi-Kampala corridor and in the Great
Lakes
These urban basins, which are the found-
ations of future megacities, can be linked to
the concept ofthe metropolitan archipelago
devBoped by OIivier Dollfus Today in Afri-
ca, we thus see "clusters oft01Nlls" forming
archipBagos and functioning in networks,
following a different pattern than that of
centres that polarise areas according to
the classical centre-periphery modB The
functioning of these networks is not based
on contiguity (distance), but on topological
connectivity The road system pays a key role
Thus, in West Africa, the devBopment of
coastal areas, where the major coastal cities
are located, has resulted in a "comb-shaped"
structure These meridional roads, perpend-
icular to the coasts, themselves p-oduce
a p-oliferation of small agglomerations -
t:€tween Dakar and Touba, AbdJan and
Bouake, Accra and Kumasi, Lome and Kara,
Cotonou/Porto Novo and Aoomey, Lagos
and Ibadan - that follow the former trade
routes These north-south nebNorks help to
foster complementarities bebNeen ecologi-
cal zones (forest, savannah, Sahel, desert);
they create veritable human settlement
structures
• An incomplete urbanisation
model that remains pending
The emerging Africa is today one of majOr
cities that are connected to the global city
nebNorks. But this connection will only foster
development if it goes hand in hand with the
consolidation of the urban nebNork, whose
current imbalance constitutes an obstacle
The archipBagos tend to accentuate empty
areas, and the lack of clear urban functions
- a result of the priority given to large cities
- means small tCMIns and especially regio-
nal centres suffer from structural weakness
that p.Jts a strain on territorial consolidation
This weakness of intermediate urbanisation
(the missing link of urbanisation) is a major
obstacle that limits the densification of
urban-rural linkages, which is the very
essence of a rural economic diversification
capable of p-odudng structural change
This integrated territorial development
in response to a metropolisation that has
become difficult to manage is the key to a
new development modB
Glossary
• 1'\!lJooty: amegoo'ty isavery large metropolitan arm 'ltith severd
mll~on inhdJitmts. 100 pop~alion threshold was set by the UN at 10
mll~on people. There are around 20·25 megoo'lies in the wodd.
• Oty: thedefirioon of acity varies ooorO"~ b naWonm staWsfcal
syslm1s, lood"~ to cansiderdJle impredsKln in urban and rullll cafe.
gories. For the .i.FRICAPOUS progranme, wlic~ prolides a mappi~
of urbana~ any lam oomirisllllfve urit\\ith more than 10 000
inhdJibnts, whose mmn agglomelllfon ooounts for more than haK
of that pop~aIiOR, is considere:l b be urban. An onomemn is
defined as agro~ of buld"ngs that are newr more than 200 metres
~art; itll(dudes from the urban alOO any agriculturm uses.
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• Very different
national situations
The continent has experienced a very slow
economic transformation characterised
by the persistent weight ofthe agricultural
sector and by urbanisation without
industrialisation. The pathways ofstructural
change nevertheless reveal considerable
national differences depending on whether
or not the countries have revenues from
extractive industries, with some countries
commencing effective economic
diversification. The "economic
consolidation" of/ocal dynamics
is a possible response to the need
for a new development model.
Opinions on the economic situation of the
continent vary considerably The recurrent
crises since independence have left their
mark, while the sustained grCM'th rate in the
region in the 2000s, after a long stagnation,
provides arguments for the proponents of
a possible emergence Average per capta
income has increased by 30% over the last
10 years, African growth has essentiallystood
up to the recent global recession The prices
of mneral resources have played a clear part
in this trend, but they do not tell the whole
story Some countries, especially in East
Africa (Ethiopa, Rwanda, Mozambique) are
progressing rapidly without benefiting from
mneral or oil wealth
z
to [)efavouraUeto growth Theynevertheless
impy defining strategies, in a competitive
international environment, in order to pro-
vide as manYJobs as possiUewhile increasing
income levels. There are of course no "one
size fits all" solutions in terms of policies, but
between the illusions of rapd industrialisa-
tion and the priority given to conquering dis-
tant markets, it seems that the considerable
potential of the continental/domestic Afri-
can market opens up promsing avenues for
territorial economic consolidation. Steppng
up regional economic integration, connecting
cities to their hinterland, strengthening the
economic attributes ofmedium-sized towns,
stimulating rural demand through great-
er support for the agricultural sector, and
increasing training efforts are Just some
of the levers availaUe for economic diversifi-
cation to drive devBopment
Different pathways
of structural change
The shares of agrt~ture in GDP and iR the ll(onomicdly aclil'e pop~.
alion are irdcamrs that are frequently used tl ardyse the stroourd
situation of an ll(onomy. Talo"ag thEir idnt !1l'oIulion intl ([count
mal5 it po$ible tl oulline pathways and m!ll lilies of chaage. T1is
~proo:h is!impislic and is laced 'ltith the varidJIe qua~ty of OOD, but
it helps tl shed light on !OO1e very different naWonm !ituaOOns. ligure
4sOOws Iaur profles of strvcturd coonge that revoo some con!ide·
rdJIe d"ffereoces in ~rms of chaages seen sioce 1960 (the curves Iar
eo:h profile read from right- 1U1- tllelt - 2010). Profile 1cor·
responds to the countries that love experienced the greatestcoo~
coolllcterised by Iigh urbarisaWon and a !igrificont exit from the
agricu~ullll sector: it indudes rentier economies basB:l on the export
of miring prodocts (Algeria, ~bya, Congo), and d"ver.ified economils
marked by indus!rtll devElopment (:outh Africa, /,'.aurifu~ Tuni!ia),
that have !OO1etines mlintlinoo adynamic agric~tullll export sectlr
(/.'.arocco, [m'pt). Profile 3, on the other oond, is that of the Iig~y
rurd and agricu~urd countries( fostAIrica, /.'.adag(Ha~ /.'ai, Niger),
where owrdl coonge was porfc~ady slow over the period. Profile
2 conslitu~ an in~rmoo!D:l situaWon iR \IIlic~ the soore of agric·
u~ureissmale~ but n!1l'erthele2i remlinslarge (C6~ d'lvdre, Ghana,
CmlelOOn, 5en!lJm). Firdly, profile 4presents the atypicd evoluWon
of countries where the wEight of agriculture !os incrmsed: these are
mli~y countries that OOW experieoced crises and where the agri·
c~turd sectlr provided a refuge flllll1 the owrdllasfng OOwntum
(:ierra leone, Ubeoo, GiRnea·BiSfllu, DRC and CAR).
This inertia increases if we also consider the
structure of errployment and the weight
of agriculture in the economcally active
pop.Jlation in countries with large rural
pop.Jlations, agriculture often concerns
ITDre than 70% of workers The sub-
continent remains predominantly engaged in
agriculture
A key question is now that of the response
to the many challenges faced by the
continent. The first challenge is a very high
pop.Jlation grCM'th, characterised by the
surge in the nurrber of young working-
age peope Second, this surge occurs in
the context of globalisation that gene-
rates obvious opportunities, but also
the constraints of international comp-
etition exacerbated by differences in corrp-
etitiveness, which are not currently in
Africa's favour Finaly, these constraints are
likely to increase as a result of global climate
change and pressure on non-renewable
natural resources
There are of course many reasons for this
structural weakness. These include the late
integration of the continent into the world
economy a restrictive colonial administra-
tion lasting until the 19605 and even 1970s
- marked by territorial fragmentation that
was maintained at the time ofindependence
-, and a recent, rentier urbanisation founded
on State admnistration and raw materials
Sub-Saharan Africa is a place of urbanisa-
tion without industrialisation, a very specific
situation in the economic history of the world
the detriment of the production of goods
This situation is a far cryfromthe emergence
processes seen in East and Southeast Asia
The rapd increase in the economically active
pop.Jlation and the improvement in the ratio
of working-age to inactive peope, often
termed the "demographic dividend", appear
• The search
for a new model
BrunoLosch
IN
Beyond the current situation, the region IS
primarily characterised by consideraUe dispa-
rities in terms of growth, with some countries
even having negative average growth rates
since 2000 due to political problems or
conflicts Three separate groups can be
identified North Africa alone accounts
for 35% of the continent's gross domestic
product (GDP); one country South Africa,
generates 20% of its GDP; and the rest of
sub-Saharan Africa (47 countries) provides
the remaining 45%, even though it accounts
for 75% of the population Consequently,
27 of the 48 sub-Saharan States are in
the World Bank low income country group
« 1 025 $ per person per yearL with 13 of
them at less than 500 $, which means specific
situations of extreme poverty and less than
2 $ per person per dayon average
• Limited structural change
but major challenges
While the economes of North Africa and of
South Africa have been largely reorganised
over the last 50 years as a result of their
urbanisation and the devBopment - albeit
uneven - of industries and services, sub-
Saharan Africa remains lastingly marked
by the weight of its primary sector and the
expoitation of its natural resources (soil
and subsoil) Among the countries of
continental Africa and Madagascar, 19 base
more than half of their GDP on agricul-
ture, mining and energy The manufacturing
sector is extremely limited and only the
services and construction sectors - toosted
by urban growth - have progressed, to
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• Uneven performances falling
short of continental needs
This positive trend is composite and arrbiva-
lent. It is a result ofthe expansion of cultivated
land - which has averaged almost 09% per
year since 1970 (the highest rate observed
after Latin America) -but also of yields, which
nevertheless have the Icwest rate (17%)
after Europe and the former USSR Starting
from a low level, theseyiBds therefore remai-
ned among the poorest in the world in 2007
In 2007, Africa accounted for 15% of the
world population and 16% of cultivated land
However, in the same year, this land gene-
rated only 8% of all pant-based calories
p-oduced in the world (and 4% of anim-
al-based calories) This gap neverthBess
masks an important trend since 1970, this
pant-based food production has increased
by 26% per year on average, a rate similar to
the one seen in Asia (2. 7%) and slightly higher
than the global average (215%)
8
Why use food calories
as a unit of measurement?
Ardysi~ food performances iR cmories is unusual. This ana~!is has
d"so:II'antages in B:onomic terms (100 vmue of a cmorie of a gllin
of corR is not !he !OI1e as that of a grlin of coffee) and nuhiford
terms (cmories are an insuflkient irdcamr of the nutrioonm Idue of
producfon and conSlRl1plion). lut it also !os !OO1e huge OOlllntlges.
Conwrli~ quanflies (produced, !Ilk! or consumed) into cmories
mal5itpos4lle:
. to aggrega~ volumes of very d"fferent products \\ithout re!llrli~ b
monetary conwrsion, wlich poses otherprOOlems;
. b !ISSe$ 100 ,ields of com~ex sysens combining severd crops per
year on the!Ol1e ~ot.
Here, a "food product" is define:! as any Iiomass wlic~ in its primary
form, lIlay serw as food for hlRl1ans, and wlich effectively serves tlis
purpose(cerools,~ (I~ m.) or not(~ arimm feed, Iiofuel~
etc.), ~r prtlCe$i~ or not. T1is defirifon therefore indudes most
agric~tulIIl prodUCIs, with cerllin excqlfons, such as fib~ rliJbe~
trbxco or folllQe (mfmfo, 51111"11, etc.), for wlich conversKln inb food
cmories is imp0s9b1e. .i.s these crops also occ~ 'c~fvated" areas
(annum and perennim crops), falure to b~ them intl account co~d
introduce abKls into !he esIin aIion oI,ields (production!area). This is
parfc~ady the case in coItlnilroduo"~ reg"ons in Africa.
This ardysis in terms of food cmories is largely basB:l on FAO dam. It
was used for the .i.grimonde fore!ight sludy. 100 deDI of !he sources
and methodology used is presented in Dolin 2010 and Dorin et m.
2013.
• Owing to a lack of sufficient alternatives in
terms of empoyment outside agriculture,
the pOp.Jlation employed in agriculture in
Africa has increased by 19% per year, which
is much more than the increase in cultivated
areas (09%) As a result, the cultivated area
per worker has diminished in three quarters
of the countries, to reach levels allTDstas low
as in Asia in more than 20 countries the aver-
age area is less than 1 hectare. This trend is
paradoxical given the potential for cropand
expansion - which is largely unkn01Nll - and
highlights major p-oblems of access (land
tenure status) and accessibility (isolation)
• This reduction in cultivated areas per worker
is p-oblematic as it contributes, along with the
sluggish increase in yields, to low latour pro-
ductivity (the ratio of kilocalories per worker
is an app-oximation of income at constant
p-ices kcal/worker = kcal/ha x ha/worker)
The p-oductivity of agricultural labour has
fallen or only slightly irrproved in Central and
East Africa and, in 2007, in more than 30
countries, it remained below the alreadyvery
low Asian average (14 600 kcal/worker/day
compared to more than 260 000 in Europe,
forexampe)
With such low levels of income from work,
what are the prospects for agricultural wor-
kers? Migrating to the slums or surviving in
the countryside? Alongside opportunities
for rural diversification and for migration
towards decent Jobs in cities, the solutions
rrust come from the p-omotion of app-o-
p-iate agricultural devBopment models. The
low levels of productivity leave considerable
room for progress that can be harnessed to
meet the many economic, social and envi-
ronmental challenges, which are exacerbated
in Africa more than elsewhere in the world
by a delTDgrapllic transition that is far
from being complete
• A wide range of situations
but similar challenges
Analysing the processes underlying this over-
all trend implies taking into account consi-
derable differences between countries that
reflect the wide variety of situations in Africa
• The average grcwth in food production yields
(expressed in kilocalories per hectare) has
frequently exceeded 2% per year, espedally
in countries that have benefited from pro-
gress in irrigation Tunisia and Morocco stand
out, with a rate of more than 10% However,
daily outp.Jt in 2007 was consistently lower
than the global average (2 2 000 kcal), with the
exception of Egypt and Swaziland, partly due
to the large alTDunt of sugar they produce
BrunoOorin
Yet they accounted for 65% of the increase
in production, compared to the 35% attribu-
table to the expansion of cropand
However, this increase in absolute terms
should not overshadow a far more worrying
trend with the continent witnessing the
highest population growth in the world
(265% per year on average), pant-based
food p-oduction per capta declined by
allTDst 01% per year over the period - the
only negative rate observed an)"Nhere
in the world -, reaching only 2 785 kcal;jJer-
son in 2007 (the global average is more than
5 000 kcal, including Africa) Consequently,
per capta food supply, which remains among
the Icwest in the world, especially for ani-
mal p-oducts (milk, meat, eggs) can only be
imp-oved by increasing imports
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Food production has essentially kept pace
with population and urban growth thanks
to the expansion of cultivatedareas, but
also to higheryields. The gradual decline
in food production per capita. which is
offset by imports. raises the question of
the capacity to respond to population
increase while the cultivatedarea
per worker is getting smaller. But the
low level ofproductivity leaves
considerable room for progress.
T
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Agricultural products are marginal or even
totally absent from export values In many
oil-producing countries such as Angola,
PJgeria, Libya, Equatorial Guinea, but also
Nigeria, Congo and Chad, highlighting the
Exports ofagricultural products still play
a key role in many countries. but they
have been relegated by the rise of
the extractive sector at the continental
level. While the composition ofexports has
changed little, with the exception
ofgrowth in fruit and vegetable exports.
Africa's market share has stagnated and
is now significant for only a few categories
ofproducts - a situation that generates
vulnerability due to price volatility.
New demand, particularly for food
products. nevertheless provides
prospects for growth.
• Agricultural exports
supplanted by the booming
extractive industry
The share of agricultural p-oducts in total
exports of African goods and services has
considerably decreased over the last 15
years, falling from 20 to 11% This decline
has occurred solely to the advantage of the
extractive sector (mining products and oil),
whose share has risen from 52 to 73% This
trend reinforces the continent's special-
isation in the export of its natural resources
and reveals the lack of diversification of its
productive base towards manufactured
goods and services
Converseiy where oilseed crops are concer-
ned, despite the very rapid growth of inter-
national trade driven by demand from emer-
ging Asian countries (especially China and
India]' and in spite ofAfrica's historic role in the
cultivation of these crops (groundnut
sesame, palm oil], they only make up a small
proportion of the continent's agricultural
exports Some very recent changes could,
however, alter this situation in the comng
years. Indeed, since 2008, new export sectors
have emerged (such as sesame in Ethiopia],
while traditional crops seem to be enjoying a
revival (palm oil in Nigeria and Cote d'lvoire)
or developng due to new demand (olive oil
in Tunisia and Morocco)
mangos and papayas The region is participa-
ting fully in the expansion ofthis sector, often
considered as being "high value" (espec-
ially East Africa - Kenya and Ethiopia - or the
Mediterranean region - Morocco and Egypt)
Providing solutions are found to the
numerous non-trade barriers, intra-
Africantradeinfood products should become
increasingly promnent in exports, driven by
population growth in the continent and urban
expansion. Beyond this, the world market
provides some significant opportuni-
ties, which will nevertheiess require good
management of pressure on resources and
their uses and, in many countries, of the
macro-economic impact of the oooming
extractive sector
Fruits and vegetables are now second in
the list of agricultural products exported
(21%) PJongside traditional sectors such as
bananas and pineapples in tropical zones,
or dtrus fruits in the Mediterranean region,
Africa has witnessed the rapid deveiopment
of fresh vegetable exports, and of reiatively
new fruits on international markets, such as
• New products,
new markets
At the international level, Africa is the only
region to have maintained this high degree
of specialisation in tropical beverages these
products now account for only 9'''10 of agricul-
tural exports from Latin America and 8% of
those from Asia, compared to 26% for Africa
The continent specialises in exports ofthree
other product groups that are also declining
in international trade textile fibres (mainly
cotton], timber and tobacco. Together, these
currently make up 18% of African exports
• A long-term specialisation-
coffee, cocoa, tea
The chief consequence of this commercial
past is the maintenance and stablity of the
specialisation Agricultural exports in Africa
remain dominated by the group kn01Nll as
"tropical C€verages" coffee, cocoa and tea
Cocoa, which accounts for 7CP/o of these
exports, now takes the lion's share, where-
as it was still on a par with coffee (40/40) in
1995 The Gulf of Guinea countries produce
75% of world cocoa But the production of
African coffee has been marginalised it now
accounts for less than 12% oftheworld total
PJthough Ethiopia has become the world's
fifth largest producer (5% of volumes]' rival-
ling Colombia, the former majOr African pro-
ducers have C€en p.Jshed aside (Cote d'lvoire,
Kenya) or have disappeared (Angola) Where
tea is concerned, Kenya still leads in terms
of export volumes, followed by Sri Lanka and
China
JP
"
Benoft Oaviron
A'RI'l, ,Xf •JR
This ITDmentum was interrupted by the rise
of protectionist agricultural policies in the
industrialised countries, while the African
countries - like other developing countries
- were striving to wild up and diversify their
national economes through taxation of
their agricultural exports While compet-
itor countries were commencing agricultural
diversification and irrplementing an aggres-
sive export policy, Africa was falling back on
its tropical products alone, which were mainly
destined for the European Union
Despte this overall stagnation, several
countries are nevertheiess experiencing a
recovery or showing positive trends, such as
Ghana since the early 1990s, or Egypt and
Ethiopa since the late 2000s
• Stabilised market shares
after a long decline
Africa represents around 6% of world exports
of agricultural products (excluding intra-
European Union trade) This market share
has C€en reiatively staUe forthe last 15 years,
after a long decline that began in the early
19605 at that time, the continent's share
was about twice what it is now, as a result of
the imperial self-sufficiency polides the
European colonial countries implemented
after the First World War and the crisis
of1929
importance ofthe "oil syndrome" In contrast
they account for allTDst all exports for
many countries more than 90% for Guinea
Bissau,andmorethan 80%forEthiopia, Malawi,
Seychelles and Somalia
JIVi JIN RAt)
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Fig. 8. Structure offoOO consumption
in the eight WAEMU capitals in 2008
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culinary traditions. Second, an industrialisa-
tion of the agri-food chain encouraging the
return on captal rather than on latour would
rapidly corrpete with a sector made up of
micro and small businesses that provides a
large numC€r of jobs and is extremeiy imp-
ortant for urban economies. Managing this
agri-food sector transition is a key challenge
It requires a strong political will to deveiop a
sector that is still predomnantly small-scale,
by accompanying its necessary transforma-
tion with professional training, credit suited to
its investment needs, and alegal environment
that takes into account its constraints, and by
professionalising the sector in order to enaUe
it to evolve fully
This consumption structure puts the role
cereals play in the food supply into perspec-
tive. It also shows that the level of per capta
food imports in African countries remains
ITDderate, even if the levels reached in some
countries make them particularly dependent
on international markets this is especially
the case in North Africa and in some oil-
producing and mining countries
• The challenges
ofthe industrialisation
offood processing
With the progressive emergence of an
urban middle class, consurrption patterns will
change and supermarkets will gradually gain
ground, txinging about changes in processing
industries. These transformations, if poorly
managed, are likely to present two major
problems. First, the increase in standardised,
mass-produced foodstuffs could marginalise
products made with local raw materials and
processed in accordance with the continent's
• Malnutrition persists
because of poverty
.AJthough the African continent has some
strong agricultural dynamics enabling it to lar-
gely keep pace with the population surge, it
is also affected by high rates of malnutrition
However, in general, this situation is a result of
poverty rather than of a lack of food, even if
the food supply remains insufficient in some
countries or areas Yet it is now not so much
the scarcity of staple foods (cereals or roots
and tubers) that is to blame, but the imbal-
anced diets of the poorest people. These
cause nutritional deficiencies 1Nhich, comb-
ned with the high prevalence of disease and
inadequate health care, lead to malnutrition
that is detrimental to human deveiopment
and that also holds back economc growth
Nico/as Bricas
Urban markets are now important outlets for
African production of maize, manioc, yam,
plantain, meat, fish, oil, vegetables, fruit and
different sauce condiments. The vast maJOr-
ityofthesefoodstuffs are produced byfamily
farms For African farmers, the opportunities
provided by domestic markets in their own
country or in neighbouring countries are now
far greater than export markets. Food crops
have become veritable cash crops, and are
often processed using traditional methods
semolina and flour, oil, fermented, dried and
smoked products, etc A multitude of dif-
ferent activities take pace around this agri-
food sector, including the provision of pack-
aging, energy and equipment (mills, graters,
presses, dryers, etcl, as weil as transport, re-
tail and distriwtion. This intermediate sector
generates a large numC€r of jobs, espedally
for women Young peope often see these
jobs as C€ing more attractive and having
more potential for deveiopment than farmng
activities. In this respect, this agri -food sector
now has a strategic role to play in meeting the
rural empoymentchallenge
imported rice and 1Nheat represented, in
terms ofvalue, two thirds of cereal consump-
tion But this dependence should not hide
the fact that the products found on urban
markets are nevertheless mostly local or
regional Food expenditure in cities is roughly
divided into three equal categories cereals
and starchy foods (roots, tuC€rs and plan-
tains), animal products (meat, fish, dairy and
eggs), and products for sauce (vegetables,
pulses, oils, fruits, sugar and condiments)
For the latter bNo categories, local products
are predominant
• Cities consume
predominantly African products
African cities are heavily dependent on inter-
national markets for the supply of cereals
In the WAEMU country captals in 2008,
Changes in food consumption in African
countries are challenging conventional
thinking: rural areas are no longer
dominated by farmers who consume
their own production. and urban areas
are not supplied solely by imports.
But malnutrition persists. reflecting
poverty rather than the food supply.
• Rural areas
are connected to markets
According to the national household
consumption surveys conducted since the
20005, more than half of food consumed
by rural people today is p.Jrchased These
rural pop.Jlations now include residents of
small agglomerations of several thousand
people, many ofwhom no longer work in agri-
culture, or at least not exclusivBy craft
work-ers, transporters, small traders, etc
Moreover, farmers still produce cotton, cof-
fee and cocoa, wt also and increasingly
manioc, yam, maize and many other products
for domestic African markets. They also
wy some of their food The food market in
African countries is thus no longer p.Jrely
urban, according to these same surveys, half
ofthis market is now rural
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Contemporary discourse conveys
a representation ofan Africa possessing
land free for international agricultural
investments. The realities are far more
complex. with great diversity in terms
ofavailable resources, rights and use sys-
tems. Development options will have
to manage the potentially conflicting
objectives ofconservation and
development. and take into account
the urgent reality ofa young population
searching forjobs.
• Misrepresentations
and real uncertainties
Since the crisis in agricultural prices in the
late 20005, Africa has been involved in a high-
lypuUicised 'land rush' Therewould be plenty
ofunalloc<~tedland available, Just waiting to be
exploited
This view reflects the old thinking that has
its origins in the colonial period, where land
not considered to t:€ formal private proper-
ty was viewed, for example, as 'vacant and
CMlnerless' or 'tribal areas' - designations that
often translated into the incorporation ofthis
land into the national pubic domain of the
new states, with no recognition ofprior rights
However, availablity is a rBative concept in an
Africa characterised by legal systems which
differ according to their judicial filiations, and
a multipicity of land tenure systems, marked
by the overlapping of modes ofapp-opriation
and use
Geraud Magrin
BrunoLosch
Particularly general analyses of the
continent's land resources reveal a pro-
found lack of knowledge about its actual and
potential uses
• "Full' and 'empty"
with various meanings,
an increasing pressure
Large aggregated figures and the uncertainty
which surrounds them are of little use in un-
derstanding specific situations, which result
from the characteristics of their population
and the relationships between societies and
their environment
Africa is notable for the juxtaposition of 'full'
and 'empty' areas, a legacy not only of geo-
graplly but also of history, whether it t:€ p-e-
colonial (areas depop.Jlated through the slave
trade, pOp.Jlation growth in strong states) or
colonial (intensification in mining or agricultu-
ra export areas and around the ports) Above
all, there was the high pop.Jlation growth
in the second half of the twentieth century
This growth is on going and affects not only
the t01NllS wt also increases densification
in highly populated areas and a gradual
expansion in the urban sprawl
In many areas, the pressure on natural re-
sources is endangering the viability of the
local agriculture and livestock systems
However, the shortage of resources is a rBa-
tive concept In fact, it also affects areas with
historically high population densities (Rift
Valley the highlands of Ethiopia and
Madagascar, some population centres in the
Sudanese zone of West Africa), as well as less
pop.Jlated areas, where extensive agricultural
systems are seeing their p-oductivityfall as a
result of demographic pressure, which shor-
tens fallow periods. The case of the Medi-
terranean rim is critical, with strong pressure
on aquifers and worsening water shortages
leading to a general dedine in p-oduction
potential and an increased tendency to
desertification
• Conflicts in use
and political issues
Apart from the heart of the Congo Basin
- where there are issues concerning the
p-eservation of bodiversity - there are very
few places unaffected by rights, even in the
large arid areas (Sahara)
Conflicts often materialise t:€tween oppo-
sing uses, legal norms and different actors
Taking the case of the hydraulic potential
of large alluvial valleys, opposing interests
exist from upstream and d01Nllstream, and
t:€tween agricultural, energy production and
urban use Among agricultural users, conflicts
occur t:€tween agricultural, livestock and
fish farmng practices, as wBI as among dif-
ferent (and increasingly competitive) agricul-
tural models (newly developed areas, famly
How much potential land?
100 continent is vast (lhree b11ion hectares) - on orea eqiRvment tl
thotof Asio (exchrl~ Rus!io) - ondthe lond coll!idere:l by the FAO tl
be ogric~turd (deO"cated to onnld ond perennKJI clllp~ pastures ond
mecxlows) o:courm for mout 40% of the tlIm. 100 renl(iri~ 60%
indudes forests(mout 20%) ond 'otherlond' ((flout 40%). Essenfmly,
the~r comprises uocuhiv!D:!d oroos (the pertentlge is porti:~ody
kllge becouse of the continent's desert ond serni-desert reg"ons) ond
re9dentim 01OOS. O~y 20% of the land enbed as ogric~turd is
o:tldly c~fvate:! forcrops ond Ihe mo~rity is Iherefore grmi~ lond
used - or US!DIe - forbreea~ liwstKk Somelond curredy covered
by forests or used for ll(En!iveglllling coukl, iR Ihoory, be used for
clllp~ slilject tl its ogricu~urU porenfm, wlich is for 1II1II1 mooR,
ond, obove ml provided 0 negotiate:! ogreement was reo:hed "'ilh
current users.
farms, corporate farms and agro-industrial
plantations) The numerous p-otected areas
appear in many cases to t:€ 'relics', damaged
by farmers' clearances and livestock
practices, and undermined by poaching
Tensions over land are particularly acute in
areas with large differences in populations,
whereth ey t:€come locked in pol itical confl icts
(Cote d'lvoire, Great Lakes)
In such cases, large-scale transactions
for agricultural land - information on which
remains patchy despte significant inter-
national investigative efforts - can cata-
lyse these tensions. The information avail-
able indicates that these land deals are
mainly concentrated in a small numt:€r of
states, some of which are most significantly
affected by p-essure on resources (Ethiopia,
Madagascar, Sudan)
For the pubic authorities, the issues go
beyond a simpe matter of regional planning,
and the options for resource use crystallise
real devBopment choices. There is no single
recipe or a p-iori perfect dosage. However,
the population trajectory imposes a common
constraint on each state they must meet
the challenge of rural empoyment knowing
thatfailureto do so could create an unmana-
geable social situation. Conservation can be
compatibe with pastoralism or village
tourism; to ensure multi-functionality and
therefore contriwte to the resilience of
rural systems, pioneer fronts can t:€ accom-
pani ed bytargeted infrastru ctu re an d su pport,
and errploy latour-intensive family farming,
commerdal agriculture and international
investment may be favourable to employ-
ment, provided that local content clauses are
negotiated regarding national employment,
primary processing and outsourcing It's
the policy choices which will t:€ crucial
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• Rural densification
promoting connection
to cities
9
dwellers are involved in agriculture and animal
husbandry. either in town or in peripheral
urban areas Equally, many rural dwellers are
empayed - seasonally or even daily - In the
city
This process is reinforced by the rapid
adoption of global innovations whch
promote the convergence of ~festyles
the rapid sp'ead of mobile telephony and
advances n rural radio speed the diffuSIOn of
Information and give better access to urban
opportunities, low-cost Chinese motor-
cycles and ITlIIlI-buses ncrease rlfill rrDb~ty;
progress (though stll uneven) in rural e1ectn-
ficatlon makes tel8VISlon access more WIde-
spread and accelerates the horrDgerlsabon
ofconsumption patterns.
However. n Itself. this nEW terntona~ty IS
not synonymous with developnent as It
very often coexists with high poverty rates
The Integration of new' areas is dynarTllc but
remams essentially Informal in natl.Xe and
relies on creative ngenuity, with a distinct
lack of nfrastructure and services The
conso~datlon of new territories, shaped
by the practices and iritiatives of their
reSIdents, reqUIres a~rop'iate plJljlC pol-
ICies, strengthening the urban functions
of small towns whch make up the msslng
link In African urbarusation.
DeSpite progress in decentralisation, CIties
stili capture rrDst of the resources and the
promotion of the corridor model - concen-
tratng facilities and actNities - can fur-
ther strengthen a 'tunnel' effectresulting
in increased neglect of the intermediate
territorial fabric It is at this level that the
densification process already underway can
be stimulated through targeted investments
and support to encourage business develop-
ment and empoylTent
• The "cash food crop"
revolution
After decades of development In agnculture
for export. the growth of 'cash food crops'
- or 'vivrier marchand' In the words of J L
Chaleard - marked a s~ent revolution the
WIdespread adoption byfarmers ofa strategy
by which food crops (cereals, fresh produce,
fruts, seeds, etc.) are traded on the domestic
Afncan markets (local or regional) This dyna-
mc, doven by IJ'ban growth, IntenSIfied III the
19B05 In resp::x1se to the fu.1~ng prICes whICh
ht export crops.
The rise of the cash food crop system deve-
loped ¥Id diversified trade between corrp-
Iementary ecological zones, which had been
overshadowed by the p'ogress III export agn-
cuture It ISOOSed on hera'chcal trading sys-
tems connecting rural pfOduClng areas and
conSlXTllng dties, based on a dense netwQ(k
of weel<ly nxal mar1<ets. On the outskrts of
Bamako, for example, the development of
food production began n the 19605 with the
strengthening of the functions of the new
Capital, the progresSive IIltenslflcabon of
trade between the aty and Its outskirts en-
couraged the simultaneous creation ofpubk
transport and commercial networks, whICh
were further consolidated In the 19805 With-
In a radius of 150km, all localities and ther
producers benefit either dally or weel<ly from
the opportunities offered by their proXlmtyto
the urban mar1<et
• Newlifestyles,
newterritoriality and
new challenges for policy
In West Africa, the densincation in the num-
ber of small towns and the intensification of
the relations between town and country, has
led to a blurring in the differentiation between
urban and rural areas The mixing of indivi-
dual rural and urban strategies has accom-
panied the urbanisation of Africa Many city
Gwenaellc Raton
resources and development pohcles have
favoured agrICultural graNth Ths IS the case,
for exampe, of the Houet region In wes-
tem Burkwla Faso, whICh has seen an Inten-
sive wave of mgration from the MoSSI pa-
teau, doven by a cotton poneer front and
northem Glana (Upper East) These areas of
high rural pop...Ilatlon denSIties are therefore
very diverse These denSIties are also fomd
in areas where there was the early develop-
ment of plantation econonlles (such as the
Ashantl region In G'lCYla). on the h,g,ly urba-
nised coast (the AccrafTaKofadl!KumaSl -
Lorre - Cotonou/Porto Novo mangle) and In
Ixxder areas and the outskJrts of large CIties
(OJagadougou)
These urban and rural dynarncs fTst. became
entrenched With the development of agri-
culture for export. whch had an urbanising
effect: small towns developed from the late
nineteenth century In the wake of cocoa
and palm grove propagation In the southern
regions. The cultivation of groundnut and
cotton played a similar role In more northern
regions in the second half of the twentieth
century These urban centres have perfor-
med the services of collecting, packing and
sorretirres primary processing of these pro-
ducts, in addition to trading functions with the
rural corrmunities - cash crops opened the
way for the spread of the monetary economy
and the consurrption of imported products,
Follcwing this, the 01=P0rtunities offered by
urban markets favoured an increase in the
rural population, faster than elsewhere, on
the outskirts of urban areas and along the
major trunk roads
•
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Africa IS the only region In the world where
the rural population will continue to grow
In the comng decades Wrthln West Africa.
the area compriSing Ghana. Benln, Toga
and Burk.n3 Faso illustrates thiS growth and
reveals a redistribution ofthe rural pOp.Jlation
follo'Nlng two processes the denSlfication
and extension of the traditional centres of
population and the denslfication of the rural
population around urban centres.
Rural areas With low population densiiJes are
still found, such as in the north of B8f1in, in
the south-west and north-east of Burkina
Faso and in the mountains of Togo «IOto 20
inhabitants/km2 ), But densification is conso-
lidating or increasing in both traditionally
populated areas - such as the Mossi pateau
(60 to 80 inhabitants/km2 ) and the Ashanti
pateau (BO to 100 inhabitants/km2 ) - as well
as in areas vvhere the availability of natural
In West Africa. the emergence
ofmarketplaces. small to'NnS and rural
centres connected to the urban network
shapes the pattern ofdaily life and tends to
blur the distinction between town
andcountry. Thesene'Niycreated
territories are faced with the challenge
of improving revenues and creatingjobs.
Their development requires
targeted public policies.
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1• Today's principal targets:
fuelwood and timber
Finally, dimate change caused by global
warming will lead, according to predic-
tion models, to a decrease in rainfall and
a lengthening of the dry season The forest
will bear the consequences - though the
degree is difficult to forecast - wt this would
result in ecological deterioration of ancient
forests and a depletion of species in those
areas alreadyexpoited
The future of the forest basin depends on
the management of these rrultiple uses
and risks according to local, national or
international interests. Pubic policy should
arbtrate t:€tween them, in order to recondle
the improvement of people's living condi-
tions, economic grCMIth and the preservation
ofcomlTDn goods
Man versus nature:
a shifting balance of power
U!i~ saklli~ tl measure the photlsynthefc aclivityalthe vegetJli\l1
surlo:e, we can measure both lhe natura vegetlfon Iypes and their
evolulKln relafve tl human ple$ure. lA m~ 'D the differenl sho:les
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compO!ifonsln ~ue wefind swanpyfo~ in ora'9l are lhe !l:II'an-
nahs found in forestry elllirolll1erm, in brown the !lllllnnahsof the
GiRnea-Sud:Jnese area and, firdly, iA pink very open forests which
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is carried out by forestry companies working
to modern standards It is conducted through
the deveiopment of a hierarchical road
network, organised according to the location
of the valuable timber resources Monitoring
these networks all CMlS th e impact ofth e sector
to be assessed. In the Central African forest,
the operating pressure is only two or three
trees per hectare, 1Nhich is modest. However,
the introduction of access tracks penetrating
into the forest increases the forest's vulnera-
blitybecauseoperators often search fortrees
in undisturbed forests, where their equip-
ment causes ecological changes (particularly
the dissemination ofpioneer plants in ancient
forests) These access tracks are also the
origin of the major indirect impact on
bodiversity, as they rapidly raise commercial
hunting pressures on wildlife
There is also a threat of an industrial nature
affecting the forests of Central Africa, linked
with the proliferation of mining prOjects and
agro-industrial pantations, including those
for palm oil The communication infrastruc-
tures and settlements which accompany
these projects will inevitably open up the
forest and cause additional local pres-
sures, affecting once again the quality ofthe
resource
• Future threats
and development challenges
In the near future, the threats are primar-
ily reiated to the increase in harvesting
of fuelwood Indeed, pop.Jlation growth -
particularly rapid in a Central Africa 1Nhich
is qUickly making up ground on its historical
under-population - will have an impact on
energy demands. Pressure on the forest will
extend to the outskirts of bUilt-up areas, as
is already the case in the eastern part of the
forest near the large settlements in the Great
Lakes region and around major cities such as
Kinshasa (DRC)
VaieryGond
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Beyond deforestation, forest degradation
is an issue in Central Africa Indeed, the pro-
duction of fuelwood and tirrber extraction
reduces the quality of forest formations (loss
of bodiversity mxed types of forest stand)
Currently we have little way of assessing
these irrpacts. However, remote sensing can
measure several parameters ofthis degrada-
tion without the need for traditional invest-
igative methods, which are not suited to such
largeforested areas
In countries notable for their poverty, abun-
dant fueiwood resources and erratic environ-
mental policies, wood resources account for
the bulk of domestic energy consumption
And fueiwood accounts for the majority of
wood extracted from the forest (80%)
Operating informally the extraction of
fueiwood occurs around residential areas
and extends in a drcular or spoked fashion
depending on the size of the town, around
cities and along roads. The areas involved
are compex environments, 1Nhich could
be descrit:€d as agro-forestry systems,
corrbining the collection of fueiwood, the
grCMIing of food crops and small plantations
under the forest canopy (particularly cocoa)
It is in these situations that the collection
offueiwood is strongest
The extraction of timt:€r accounts for only
20% of the total extraction, of1Nhich only half
CONGO BASIN OW RA
DIOPfSA ION bi J MI
• Unobtrusive deforestation
and diffused damage
Spread over 16 million square kilometres, the
forested area of the Congo Basin covers six
countries (ORC, Congo, Gat::on, Cameroon,
Equatorial Guinea, Central African Republic)
Reliably measuring African deforestation is
not straightfol'Nard and provides unexpec-
ted results. Despite satellite data, it is difficult
to translate the loss of forest cover into
percentages Given the low pop.Jlation
density, itinerant slash and burn agricul-
ture produces rather unobtrusive deforest-
ation The scattered nature and low irrpact
of slashing on the forest trees results in de-
forestation rates which are the ICMIest in the
world for tropical forests This rate actually
decreased, falling to 010% per year for the
decade 2000 to 2010, compared to 016%
per year for the previous decade
T
01
Taken as a whole, the forest block
in Central Africa is the second largest
tropical rainforest in the world.
Over recent decades, it has undergone
dispersed deforestation, mainly due
to traditional activities: itinerant slash and
burn agriculture. harvesting offuelwood,
and timber production. Today, the most
serious threat is the fragmentation
ofvegetation cover by roads, in addition to
the absence ofany regulation
in confJictzones.
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M29. Dynamics ofdiff@r~mtuses in the Lake Chad Basin
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Given the context ofrapid population
growth. the potential offered by the water
and fertile soils ofLake Chad is both
real and under pressure. While it is true
that the lake is exposed to climatic
uncertainty. it is especially subject
to the governance challenges presentedby
an area which is split between
four states and also attracts the attention
ofthe international community.
In the current context notable for the
revival ofdevelopmental projects. critical
decisions need to be taken about the
vocation ofthe lake and the forms
of intervention which should be prioritised.
• An area
with strong potential
The case of Lake Chad brings together a
number of the devBopment challenges and
wetland management issues found in dry-
zone Africa It is an oasis in the heart of the
SahB For many years, the islands and lake
shores (around 30,OOOkm2) were sparsely
populated Fishing and agricultural irriga-
tion schemes t:€tween 1950 and 1970 saw
a first wave of migrants. From the drought
of the 1970-1980 period, its resources
in terms of water, fish and land - reces-
sion cultivation lands used for agriculture
and livestock - have attracted populations
originating from the immediate hinterland or
much further afiBd the lake has t:€come a
Geraud Magrin
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centre of cosmopolitan convergence Irriga-
ted agriculture was qUickly in crisis because of
falling water levBs and malfunctioning large-
scale irrigation systems However, a very dy-
namic family agriculture devBoped (on newly
exposed soils or using small irrigation
systems) on the southern shores ofthe lake,
1Nhich is t:€tter connected to urban markets,
fishing has been maintained; livestock are
grazed on the rich pasture available in the
dry season thanks to the seasonal shrinking
of the lake, with various degrees of trans-
humance 1Nhose scale varies according to
the groups of herders. This area now plays
a major role in suppying the regional cities,
N'DJamena and Maiduguri, with fish, t:€ef,
maize and vegetables
• Vulnerability
and uncertainty
NeverthBess, the future of Lake Chad is still
uncertain Droughts in the years 1970-1980
reactivated fears, which go back many years,
that the lake may disappear. Its surface area
shrank from 23,000kmz in 1963 to 2,500kmz
of open water in the late 1980s, t:€fore in-
creasing slightly because of recent wetter
years Variability is inherent in the history of
the lake. It is fed bytheChari-Logonesystem,
1Nhich has its source in the Sudanese region,
a sub-humid dimate, and there is little rea-
son to believe this will stop in the short term
Indeed, a sudden drought would signal a clim-
atic catastrophe across the whole of West
Africa
While climate models cannot yet predict the
consequences of globaIwarming ontheChad
basin, it is unlikely that the lakewill disappear in
the short term due to natural causes Rather,
it is the responses prOVided to the challenge
of population growth and the p-essure this
creates on natural resources which will decide
the lake's future Some two million people live
on the banks ofthe lake itsBf Pressure on the
bestland, 1Nhich is more marked on the south-
ern shores, causes conflicts over its use
(agriculture/livestock) and t:€tween groups,
while increasing social inequalities. For the
time being, the conflicts remain regulated as
best they can t:€ by customary authorities
The lake can still accommodate growth in the
rural population, espedally on its northern
shores, if road connections to the region's
urban areas irrprove But not to an unlimted
degree
Mean1Nhile, the population of the basin,
currently around 30 million spread over
1 million kmz and five countries, half in
northern Nigeria, is also expected to grow
significantly (doubing in 20 years) Given
the current agricultural systems, much of
the exposed land is already close to satur-
ation point. Expoiting the plains, especially
the Chari and Logone, which until now have
remained largBy uncultivated, can contri-
bute to addressing food security p-ovided
that water extraction does not affect the an-
nual flood 1Nhich feeds Lake Chad and water
quality remains unaltered Integrated
management atthe basin scale is reqUired
• Choices and
governance issues
The increasing p-essure on water and land
resources means choices have to be made
For Lake Chad, until 1Nhat point will the
preservation of biodiversity be compatibe
with economic develop-nent? Should stake-
holders define a unique vocation for the lake
based on its comparative advantages (a p-o-
duction area for animal protein - fish or beef
- or cereals?), or should they optimise its
multi-functionality 1Nhich has, until now,
allowed itto p-osper?
To exploit this strong potential, should pan-
ning follow a logic strongly driven by the
desire to protect the lake against variations
(for exampe, by transferring water from the
Ubangi to regulate the level ofthe lake]' or call
on adaptation of local comrrunities' p-actices
in an environment 1Nhich has always t:€en
notable for its variablity?
Behind these choices loom opposing agricul-
tural models, with important impications for
errployment large develop-nents may make
it possible to introduce mechanisation and,
subsequently a majOr increase in p-oduction,
but they raise the risk of redudng empoy-
ment Indeed, promoting family farming could
also meet the demand for food, 1Nhile at the
same time satisfying the crucial need for
social stability It is also more condudve to a
genuine diversification in rural activities
It is the mandate of the Lake Chad Basin
Commission (LCBC) to ensure mem-
ber states take on board these issues and
respond in an integrated manner, articula-
ting better than in the past local participation,
national ambitions and international support
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